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1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR THE 
PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT OF 
ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATION 

This application is a divisional and claims the benefit of 
and priority to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/564,127. 
filed Nov. 28, 2006, entitled “SYSTEM AND METHOD 
FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT OF ENGI 
NEERED WOOD PRODUCTS, by Walter Jarek, now U.S. 
Pat. No. 7,507,360, and U.S. provisional patent application 
No. 60/740,359, filed Nov. 29. 2005, entitled “SYSTEM 
AND METHOD FOR THE PRESERVATIVE TREAT 
MENT OF ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS, by Walter 
Jarek, both of which are incorporated herein by reference in 
their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention generally relates to methods of form 
ing preservative treated wood products, and more specifically 
to a method of forming preservative treated engineered wood 
products during a billet making process. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In North America there are a wide variety of forest tree 
species. Many of these tree species make excellent durable 
building materials, while other tree species quickly decay or 
are prone to be riddled by insects. It has been found that a 
variety of tree species endure because they comprise natural 
preservatives that repel insects and discourage decay. 
Included in this grouping of naturally insect and decay resis 
tant varieties of trees are cypress, cedar, chestnut, and live 
oak trees. However, as the demand for housing has grown, the 
Supply of these trees has proven to be insufficient to keep pace 
with the demand for durable products that are manufactured 
from the trees. 
One approach to increasing the Supply of structural wood 

products is to use younger tree Stocks to make engineered 
wood products. Engineered wood products or “EWP, also 
referred to as “structural composite lumber or “SCL. are 
fiber-glue composites made by various processes. EWP prod 
ucts are different from panel type products such as plywood, 
oriented strand board (OSB), particle board, and the like. 
EWP products can be manufactured to any length, offering an 
advantage over normal wood members which are limited in 
length by the size of available raw wood. Systems and meth 
ods for manufacturing engineered wood products are 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/162,747 
(U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0086427) 
entitled “A System and Method for the Manufacture of 
Reconsolidated or Reconstituted Wood Products, and U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 1 1/162,748 (U.S. Patent Applica 
tion Publication No. 2006/0060290) entitled “Systems and 
Methods for the Production of Steam-Pressed Long Fiber 
Reconsolidated Wood Products, the disclosures of which are 
incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof. 
As described in the referenced and incorporated patent 

applications, the process of making engineered wood prod 
ucts initially involves crushing and scrimming of Small logs 
into long strands or scrim. After drying and adding adhesives 
and/or bonding agents to the wood strands or scrim, the wood 
strands or scrim are reconstituted into billets, and then the 
billets are formed into beams and other engineered wood 
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2 
products by using steam press technology in which steam 
and/or pressure are utilized to produce high quality engi 
neered wood products. Although engineered wood products 
are often made from scrim, those skilled in the art will under 
stand that such products can also be made from Strands, 
veneers, fibers, and combinations thereof. 

In response to the limited Supply of naturally insect and 
decay resistant trees for the production of lumber products 
and the use of less resistant tree stock for making EWP, 
modern builders have developed processes to add man-made 
preservatives to lumber products that are produced from non 
insect and decay resistant tree species in order to produce 
large amounts of durable commodity building products 
needed today. Presently, there are processes that use pressure 
to introduce chemical preservatives into the structure of wood 
or a wood product. The wood or wood product to be treated is 
initially inundated in preservative chemicals, and thereafter 
placed into a pressure vessel and pressurized in order to force 
chemical preservatives into the wood structure and thus 
become a barrier against insects and decay. Common chemi 
cals that are used in today's processes include water-borne 
chromated copper arsenate (CCA), ammoniacal copper Zinc 
arsenate (ACZA), and ammoniacal copper quat (ACO). 
The conventional methods that are used to chemically treat 

wood and wood products have limitations and drawbacks 
Such as high costs in preserving a wood product, uneven 
distribution of biocides throughout the wood product, and the 
need for biocides that are not safe to use inhabitable spaces or 
for framing around them. Therefore, a heretofore unad 
dressed need exists in the art to address the aforementioned 
deficiencies and inadequacies, especially in connection with 
the manufacture of engineered wood products. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention seeks to solve the problems and 
limitations posed in preserving wood products for use in 
habitable spaces or as framing Surrounding them by provid 
ing methods for wood enhancement agent treatment of engi 
neered wood products during the billet making process. 
One aspect of the invention is a method in which a wood 

enhancementagentis applied to wood scrim Strands after they 
have been treated with a bonding agent. The method includes 
providing a scrim log material mat that contains bonding 
agent treated-scrim fiber Strands and applying to it a wood 
enhancement agent in an amount effective: (1) to at least 
Substantially preserve the resulting wood product against at 
least one of rot, fungi, termites, or other wood destroying 
organisms; (2) to reduce the degree of Swelling of the wood 
product in the presence of moisture; or (3) both. The amount 
of the wood enhancement agent applied is Sufficient to Sub 
stantially cover the Surfaces of the scrimlog material mat. The 
wood enhancement agent-coated scrim log material mat is 
then subjected to a steam press process in a steam press 
chamber to form a wood enhancement agent-treated billet, 
the thickness of which may be up to, or greater than, 2 inches, 
e.g., in the range of from about 2 inches to about 8 inches. 

In one embodiment, the application of a wood enhance 
ment agent to a scrim log material mat is performed inside a 
steam chamber. Alternatively, the wood enhancementagentis 
applied to the warm scrim log material mat before the mat 
enters a steam press chamber, Such as during pre-press of the 
scrim log material mat. 

Preferably, the scrim log material mat to which the wood 
enhancement agent is applied includes lay-up mats. More 
preferably, the lay-up mats comprise pre-pressed scrim log 
material mats. After a steam pressing, a wood enhancement 
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agent treated billet is formed, which may be further subjected 
to cutting and finishing to make a desirable size of wood 
enhancement agent treated engineered wood products, or if 
desired, which may further undergo a Supplemental treatment 
with the same or different wood enhancement agents. 

The wood enhancement agent includes at least one agent 
selected from a preservative, a water repellant, a fungicide, an 
insecticide, a stabilizing agent, wax, a ultra-violet light 
inhibitor, and combinations thereof. The preservative may 
include at least one antioxidant. The wood enhancement 
agent is present in an amount effective to achieve a desirable 
result. When a preservative, a fungicide, or an insecticide is 
included, it is present in an amount effective to reduce the rate 
of deterioration of an engineered wood product, compared to 
the rate of deterioration of an analogous engineered wood 
product lacking the preservative. When a water repellant, a 
stabilizing agent, or wax is included, it is present in an amount 
effective to reduce the moisture-induced swelling of the wood 
product to less than that of an analogous engineered wood 
product not treated with the water repellant, stabilizing agent, 
O. Wax. 

Another aspect of the invention is a method in which a 
wood enhancement agent treatment is applied to wood scrim 
Strands of a scrim log material mat at the same time with a 
bonding agent or adhesive. The method includes providing a 
scrim log material mat that contains scrim fiber strands and 
applying to it a liquid comprising a wood enhancement agent 
and a bonding agent in an effective amount. The amount of the 
wood enhancement agent applied is Sufficient to Substantially 
cover the Surfaces of the scrim log material mat. After being 
treated with the wood enhancement agent plus the bonding 
agent, the scrim log material mat is dried to a desired degree 
of dryness and then Subjected to a steam press process in a 
steam press chamber to form a wood enhancement agent 
treated billet, the thickness of which may be up to 2 inches or 
less. 

According to another aspect of the invention, after the 
drying but prior to the steam press process as aforementioned, 
a plurality of dry wood enhancement agent plus adhesive 
treated scrim log material mats may be aligned to form lay-up 
mats. The lay-up mats are then Subjected to pre-press and 
steam press processes to form a wood enhancement agent 
treated billet. The billet may be further subjected to cutting 
and finishing to make wood enhancement agent treated engi 
neered wood products of desirable size. 

Yet another aspect of the invention is a method in which the 
wood enhancement agent as identified above is applied after 
a steam press process to a warm billet formed from scrim, 
Veneers, strands, fibers, or any combinations thereof. The 
method includes providing a warm steam-pressed billet and 
applying to it a solution containing the wood enhancement 
agent as identified above in an effective amount. The amount 
of the wood enhancement agent applied is Sufficient to Sub 
stantially cover the surfaces of the warm billet. After the 
treatment, the warm billet is allowed to cool down. The 
formed wood enhancement agent-treated billet may have a 
thickness of up to 2 inches or less. After cooling down, the 
wood enhancementagent-treated billet is further subjected to 
cutting and finishing to form wood enhancement agent 
treated engineered wood product. This method may be 
employed as a stand-alone treatment or Supplemental treat 
ment for billets formed from treated scrim, veneers, strands, 
fibers, or combinations thereof. For a supplemental treatment, 
the billet formed from treated scrim, veneers, strands, fibers, 
or combinations thereof may be applied with the same wood 
enhancement agent or different ones. 
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4 
In one embodiment of the invention, a wood enhancement 

agent is applied to a steam-pressed billet having a temperature 
of greater than about 130° F. The steam-pressed billet may 
have a temperature in a range of from about 130°F. to about 
350° F., from about 150°F. to about 350° F., or from about 
180° F to about 300°F. 
The warm billet may be transported directly from a steam 

press chamber to an enclosed area, where a chemical appli 
cator with spray nozzles may spray a wood enhancement 
agent-containing liquid to Substantially cover the Surfaces of 
the warm billet. Other techniques that may be used to apply 
the wood enhancement agent to a warm billet include, but are 
not limited to, dipping, flood coating, diffusion, vacuum 
impregnation, pressure, or any combination thereof. 

Yet another aspect of the invention is a wood enhancement 
agent treated engineered wood product made by the method 
described above. 
One embodiment of the invention is an engineered wood 

product that includes a reconstituted wood product consoli 
dated from a scrim log material mat having scrim fiber 
Strands, and a wood enhancement agent Substantially uni 
formly distributed in the scrim fiber strands. The wood 
enhancementagent therein is applied to the scrim log material 
mat before the scrim log material mat is Subjected to a steam 
press process to form the wood enhancement agent treated 
engineered wood product. Alternatively, the wood enhance 
ment agent therein is applied to the scrim log material mat at 
the same time with a bonding agent or adhesive, and thereaf 
ter, the treated scrim log material mat is subjected to a steam 
press process to form the wood enhancement agent treated 
engineered wood product. Optionally, the wood enhancement 
agent may be applied to the scrim log material mat after a 
bonding agent treatment and a drying process. Moreover, the 
wood enhancement agent may be applied after the scrim log 
material mat enters the steam press chamber, or before the 
mat enters the chamber. 
Another embodiment of the invention is an engineered 

wood product that includes a reconstituted wood product 
consolidated from a scrim log material mathaving scrim fiber 
Strands, and a wood enhancement agent Substantially uni 
formly distributed in the scrim fiber strands, in which the 
wood enhancement agent is applied to a warm billet after the 
billet is formed by steam press. 

Yet another embodiment of the invention is a wood 
enhancement agent treated engineered wood product, in 
which the depth of the absorption or penetration of the wood 
enhancement agent within the wood product is at least larger 
than a first minimal value but Smaller than a first maximum 
value. 

Therefore, it is one object of the present invention to pro 
vide a method of making a wood enhancement agent treated 
engineered wood product during a billet making process. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
wood enhancement agent treated engineered wood product 
reconstituted from a scrim log material mat containing scrim 
fiber Strands, in which the woodenhancement agent is applied 
to the scrim log material mat during a billet making process. 
The methods provided by the invention afford advantages 

of preserving the stability and quality of engineered wood 
products with less cost, more even distribution of wood 
enhancement agent throughout the engineered wood prod 
ucts, and allows the use of biocides safe for use in or around 
habitable spaces. 

These and other aspects will become apparent from the 
following description of the preferred embodiment taken in 
conjunction with the following drawings, although variations 
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and modifications therein may be affected without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the novel concepts of the disclo 
SUC. 

The accompanying drawings illustrate one or more 
embodiments of the invention and, together with the written 
description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. 
Wherever possible, the same reference numbers are used 
throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like elements 
of an embodiment. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is diagram of a flow process of making wood 
enhancement agent treated engineered wood products 
according to three major embodiments A-C. 

FIG. 2A illustrates a steam press apparatus with chemical 
injection ports utilized in an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG.2B is a front view of the steam press apparatus of FIG. 
2A. 

FIG.3 is a schematic drawing showing addition of a chemi 
cal in an enclosed area after a steam press. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a production line system for 
making wood enhancement-agent treated engineered wood 
products. 

FIG. 5A is a perspective, partial cut-away view of a system 
for applying a chemical liquid comprising a wood enhance 
ment agent and a bonding agent to a scrim log material mat, 
according to an aspect of the invention. 
FIG.5B is a side schematic view of the system of FIG.5A. 
FIG. 6 shows the absorption or penetration depth of a wood 

enhancement agent in an engineered wood product at two 
time points. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is more particularly described in the 
following examples that are intended as illustrative only since 
numerous modifications and variations therein will be appar 
ent to those skilled in the art. Various embodiments of the 
invention are now described in detail. As used in the descrip 
tion herein and throughout the claims that follow, the mean 
ing of “a”, “an, and “the includes plural reference unless the 
context clearly dictates otherwise. Also, as used in the 
description herein and throughout the claims that follow, the 
meaning of “in” includes “in” and “on” unless the context 
clearly dictates otherwise. Moreover, titles or subtitles may 
be used in the specification for the convenience of a reader, 
which shall have no influence on the scope of the present 
invention. 
As used herein, “engineered wood products” or “EWP 

means “structural composite lumber or “SCL. EWP mem 
bers differ from conventional wood products in that EWP 
members are fiber-glue composites. I-beam type EWP mem 
bers typically have flange members of solid cut wood and web 
members of composite wood. EWP members also include 
rectangular beams formed of lumber Strips or Veneers glued 
together. These products are known as glue laminated beams, 
laminated veneer lumber (LVL), or Microlam.(R) Parallam(R), 
laminated strand lumber (LSL), and by other names. EWP 
members are differentiated in the art from panel type products 
such as plywood, oriented strand board (OSB), particle board 
and the like. EWP can be manufactured to any length, offering 
an advantage over normal wood members which are limited 
in length by the size of available raw wood. The solid wood 
flanges are typically woven together with glue at periodic 
finger joints. For convenience in shipping, the EWP members 
are usually manufactured at lengths of 40, 48, and 60 feet. 
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6 
As used herein, “around”, “about' or “approximately 

shall generally mean within 20 percent, preferably within 10 
percent, and more preferably within 5 percent of a given value 
or range. Numerical quantities given herein are approximate, 
meaning that the term “around,” “about or “approximately 
can be inferred if not expressly stated. 
As used herein, the terms “effective amount” and “suffi 

cient amount” are used interchangeably and mean an amount 
needed to achieve the desired effects or results in an engi 
neered wood product. It is an amount effective: (1) to at least 
Substantially preserve the resulting wood product against at 
least one of rot, fungi, termites, or other wood destroying 
organisms; (2) to reduce the degree of Swelling of the wood 
product in the presence of moisture; or (3) both. The amount 
of the wood enhancement agent applied is Sufficient to Sub 
stantially cover the Surfaces of the scrim log material mat. 
As used herein, the term “warm' means at a moderately 

high temperature compared to ambient temperature; charac 
terized by comparatively high temperature; or at a tempera 
ture needed to achieve the desired effects or results in an 
engineered wood product. 
As used herein, the terms “bonding agent” and “adhesive' 

are used interchangeably. 

OVERVIEW OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides methods for wood 
enhancement agent treatment of engineered wood products. 
The process of making engineered wood products begins by 
crushing and scrimming of Small logs into long strands or 
scrim. After drying and adding adhesives and/or bonding 
agents to the wood strands, the wood strands are reconstituted 
into billets, and the billets are then formed into beams and 
other engineered wood products by using steam press tech 
nology in which steam and/or pressure are utilized to produce 
high quality engineered wood products. One aspect of the 
present invention involves introducing relatively innocuous 
chemicals (e.g., borax compounds to discourage both rot and 
insect infection, cedar oil in combination with silanes and/or 
silicone compounds) into engineered wood products during a 
billet making process. The methods provided by the invention 
not only can reduce the cost of preserving a wood product, but 
also permit the use of biocides safe to use in or around hab 
itable spaces, and even distribution of biocides throughout the 
wood product. 
The addition of biocides to billet beams during the manu 

facturing process will protect the beams, depending on the 
biocide formulation chosen, from mold, decay fungi as well 
as Subterranean and dry-Wood termites and beetles (e.g., lyc 
tid beetles with hardwood furnish, anobiid beetles and old 
house borers with conifer furnish, or bostrichids with either 
furnish). Further, the addition of water repellants and ultra 
violet light inhibitors to the wood products will protect them 
from UV-induced graying and excessive wetting and associ 
ated Swelling. 

Alternatively, chemical formulations may be applied to 
warm billets after pressing, the Solutions applied by dip or 
spray will be drawn into the billets as the hot air within the 
billet cools, thereby achieving a vacuum impregnation. 

Further still, the wood enhancement agent may be applied 
to a reheated billet of engineering wood product, after the 
billet or cut products have reached ambient temperature, but 
reheated in an oven, steam bath, hot water immersion, or other 
process to (a) raise the internal temperature of the engineered 
wood product, and/or (b) raise the moisture content of the 
engineered wood product. 
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The description will be made as to the embodiments of the 
present invention in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings of FIGS. 1-6. In accordance with aspects of the 
invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, there is 
provided a system and a method for wood enhancementagent 
treatment of an engineered wood product. The invention pro 
vides methods of preserving a wood product at a lower cost, 
with a more even distribution of biocides throughout the 
wood product, and without the need for use of biocides not 
safe for use in or around habitable spaces. 

Without intent to limit the scope of the invention, these and 
other aspects of the present invention are more specifically 
described in the following exemplary embodiments. Note 
that names, geometric shapes, and positions of various com 
ponents used in the exemplary embodiments are for illustra 
tion only and should not limit the scope of the invention. 

Referring now to the FIGS. 1-6, in which like numerals 
refer to like elements throughout the several views, FIG. 1 
illustrates steps of a process of manufacturing a wood 
enhancement agent treated engineered wood product accord 
ing to various aspects of the invention. In particular, three 
embodiments are illustrated in FIG. 1 (Embodiments A, B, 
and C), which embodiments differ primarily in the location 
and manner of applying wood enhancementagents during the 
formation of an engineered wood product. Timber logs 120 
are harvested from small trees from a wide variety of species 
110. After cleaning and debarking, the timber logs are 
crushed by scrim rolls 418 into strands up to 8-10 feet long 
and the strands dried in a dryer 422. The dried strands 440 are 
then coated with a formaldehyde-free adhesive or bonding 
agent at a chemical or bonding agent/resins application area 
500. The coated strands 440 are further dried at a second dryer 
426 and then aligned parallel to each other at a mat lay-up area 
428 to take advantage of the natural strength of the wood. The 
lay-up mats 442 are passed through a steam injection pressing 
process 360 in a steam press chamber 200 which laminates 
the strands into solid billets of wood340 up to 8 inches thick. 
The billets 340 can then be cut to specification to make 
engineered wood products. 
The present invention provides methods for wood 

enhancement agent treatment of engineered wood products 
during the aforementioned billet making process. In one 
embodiment of the invention (Embodiment A) shown at 10, a 
wood enhancement agent 510 and an adhesive/or bonding 
agent 520 are mixed together in a chemical liquid, which is 
then applied to dried wood strands 440 at application area 
SOO. 
The wood enhancement agent 510 may include at least one 

chemical selected from the group consisting of a preservative, 
a water repellant, a fungicide, an insecticide, a stabilizing 
agent, wax, a ultra-violet light inhibitor and any combinations 
thereof. Particular formulations believed to be suitable foruse 
as a wood enhancement agent include the CEDARTREATTM 
material, which comprises an admixture of cedar oil, silane, 
and a solvent. Such formulations provide a desirable combi 
nation of preservative, a water repellant, a fungicide, an insec 
ticide, and a stabilizing agent. Otherformulations that include 
cedar oil are also believed suitable such as the CEDAR 
SHIELDTM and CEDARSEALTM materials, which are 
believed to comprise an admixture of cedar oil, a silicone 
material, and a proprietary hydrocarbon carrier developed by 
Conoco Phillips Petroleum Company. All of these products 
are available from CedarCide Industries, Inc., 4405 NFrazier 
St., Conroe, Tex. 77303-1442. Further details of the products 
are available from the manufacturer. Cedar oil is known to 
have natural insect-repelling properties. Silicone is known to 
have water repelling properties. Other naturally occurring 
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8 
wood preservative and insect-repelling materials may also be 
used, as well as man-made preservative and insect-repelling 
materials, but a cedar-based material is presently preferred 
because of its known properties and environmental accept 
ability. 
The following table illustrates exemplary formulations of a 

cedar-oil based wood enhancement agent that includes cedar 
oil, silane, and a solvent: 

TABLE 1 

Formula 1 Formula 2 Formula 3 Formula 4 Formula 5 

Cedar Oil O% 296 2% 59 10% 
Silane 59% 296 59% 59 10% 
Solvent 95% 96% 93% 90% 80% 

It will of course be appreciated that Formula 1, which 
contains no cedar oil, will not possess the insect-repelling 
properties provided by that substance. 
Of the foregoing formulations, Formula 4 is presently pre 

ferred and is believed to possess a desirable combination of 
wood enhancement and ease of application. 

Suitable preservatives for use in the invention provide pro 
tection and repellant properties against one or more of ter 
mites, ants (for example, carpenter ants) and other wood 
destroying insects or fungi, soft rot, and mold fungi. 
Examples of wood-destroying fungi and soft rot and mold 
fungi are: Gloeophyllum trabeum, Trametes versicolor, Pax 
illus panuoides, Condrostereum purpurescens, Heteroba 
sidium annosum, Bispora efitsa, Stachybotry's atra, Chaeto 
mium globosum, Trichoderma viride, Aspergillus niger, 
Hormiscium spec, and Stemphylium spec. Engineered wood 
products are preserved using a sufficient amount of wood 
preservative compounds known or believed to be effective 
against one or more of these organisms. Although cedar-oil 
based compounds are presently preferred, other types of 
wood preservative materials are also suitable for use in the 
invention. 

Any preservative which is compatible with the adhesive 
system may be used. Such as borax compounds, Sodium sili 
cate, and the like. Preservatives such as pentachlorophenol or 
creosote are preferably excluded from use in the present 
invention as they would cause problems during the manufac 
turing process due to vaporization at press temperature, and 
are generally less Suitable from an environmental and/or 
health perspective. The term “preservatives' or “preserva 
tion' is used broadly in this specification to refer to any 
treatment of a chemical which reduces the rate of deteriora 
tion of an engineered wood product, compared to the rate of 
deterioration of an analogous wood product lacking the pre 
servative. 

Preferably, the preservative may include at least one anti 
oxidant. It has been discovered that naturally durable wood 
contains insecticidal, fungicidal, and antioxidant compounds 
1. Neither compound used alone explains the degree of 
durability shown by them acting together. This fundamental 
relationship was shown to be also applicable to wood preser 
vatives. For example, it has been shown that the addition of 
the antioxidant BHT (butylated hydroxytoluene) enhances 
the activity of organic wood preservatives in laboratory tests. 
BHT is a common, low-cost antioxidant which is often used 
as a food additive, and thus is benign to humans. 
More preferably, a combination of different organic fungi 

cides with various antioxidants and/or metal chelators is used. 
Such a combination has been reported to give enhanced activ 
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ity as compared to the organic biocide alone, with the best 
results usually obtained with all three compounds 2. 

Water repellant material for waterproofing includes, but 
not limited to, paraffinic wax and slack wax, and silicones. 

Examples of the wood stabilizer are silanes, ammoniacal 
wood stabilizers, ammoniacal copper wood preservatives, 
copper ammonium carbonate, copper ammonium acetate, 
ammoniacal copper arsenate and ammoniacal metal/dim 
ethylglyoxime. The wood stabilizer is present in an amount 
effective to reduce the swelling value of the engineered wood 
product to less than that of an analogous engineered wood 
product not treated with the wood stabilizer. 

In another embodiment of the invention (Embodiment B) 
shown at 20, a wood enhancement agent is applied to wood 
Strands of a scrim log material mat through a plurality of 
chemical injection ports 220 located on a steam press cham 
ber 200 prior to a steam injection pressing process 360. Steam 
press chamber 200 as depicted in FIG. 2A comprises multiple 
chemical injection ports 220 through which a chemical fluid 
comprising a wood enhancement agent is applied to scrim log 
material mats 442 inside the chamber 200 before performing 
steam pressing of the mats 442. The aforementioned method 
is particularly useful in making a preservative or wood 
enhancement agent treated engineered lumber 340 that is 
thicker than 2 inches, e.g., in the range of from about 2 inches 
to about 8 inches. 

In yet another embodiment of the invention (Embodiment 
C) shown at 30, a wood enhancement agent 510 is applied to 
a warm billet 340 that has a temperature greater than room 
temperature. Such a billet can be made from scrim as well as 
from Strands, Veneers, fibers, and combinations thereof. In 
one aspect, the wood enhancement agent 510 is applied to a 
billet having a temperature of greater than about 130° F. 
Preferably, the steam-pressed billet to which the wood 
enhancement agent 510 is applied has a temperature in a 
range of from about 130°F. to about 350° F., from about 150° 
F. to about 350°F, or from about 180°F. to about 300°F. The 
engineered lumber billet 340 to which the woodenhancement 
agent 510 is applied has a thickness of equal to or less than 2 
inches. The techniques to apply a wood enhancementagent to 
a warm billet with a thickness of 2 inches or less include 
dipping, spraying, flood coating, diffusion, vacuum impreg 
nation, pressure, or any combination thereof. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, in one aspect of Embodiment Ca 
warm billet exiting from a steam press 200 enters an enclosed 
chemical application area 320 equipped with numerous spray 
nozzles 360 that spray a chemical fluid comprising a wood 
enhancement agent 510 to substantially cover the surfaces of 
the warm billet 340. The chemical fluid containing the wood 
enhancement agent is Supplied from a storage tank 512 and 
pumped into the spray nozzles 360 by a pump 516. 
The specific properties of the wood enhancement agent 

treated engineered wood product made by the aforemen 
tioned methods of the invention have features of well-ab 
sorbed, deeply-penetrated and evenly distributed wood 
enhancement agent throughout the wood product. In this 
regard, FIG. 6 illustrates the depth of penetration or absorp 
tion of the wood enhancement agent into a billet at two time 
points. The measured absorption depth of a preservative pen 
etration into the billet at an initial time t upon spray of the 
preservative is denoted as d, and that at a later time to after 
cooling is denoted as d. The value of d is in a range of 
between “a” and “6”, i.e., as disb, in which “a” is a mini 
mum value and “b' is a maximum value. An estimated 
absorption or penetration depth d of the wood enhancement 
agent in the billet is equal to or larger than about 1.5 inches. 
Preferably, the absorption or penetration depth d of the wood 
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10 
enhancementagent in the billet is larger than 1.8 inches. More 
preferably, the absorption or penetration depth d of the wood 
enhancement agent in the billet is about 2 inches. 
One exemplary use for Such an engineered wood product is 

as structural composite lumber for use in the core of wood 
doors, because it combines the screw holding and bending 
properties of lumber with the engineered stability of a par 
ticleboardcore. One benefit of this structural wood product is 
that small trees can be used and the demand is lessened for 
harvesting trees from valued and protected old growth forests. 
The process of making a wood enhancement agent treated 

engineered wood product will now be described in additional 
detail. FIG. 4 illustrates an overall processing line system 400 
that may be implemented in one embodiment of the present 
invention. Particular details about the specific stations and 
processing areas within the processing line system 400 are 
provided in the above-referenced and incorporated patent 
applications. 
As shown in FIG. 4, the processing line system 400 com 

prises a conditioned log storage area 410, a first and second 
log crushing stations 412 and 414, a crushed log storage 
station 416, multiple scrim roll stations 418a-418g, a scrim 
roll mat storage area 420, a first dryer 422, a chemical and/or 
bonding agent/resin application area 500, a second dryer 426. 
a scrim mat lay-up area 428, a scrim-mat former/pre-press 
area 430, and a steam press chamber 200. 
Conditioning Process 

Conditioned log storage area 410 is for the storage and 
conditioning of logs. Logs are conditioned by either an indi 
rect steaming process or a hot water Soak. After being Sub 
jected to the aforementioned conditioning operation, logs are 
stacked and stored in conditioned log storage area 410 until 
they are ready to be introduced to the first log crushing station 
412. Logs and processed log materials are transported 
throughout processing line system 400 from station to station 
via conveyor transport system 402.The speed and direction of 
conveyor transport system 402 is controlled and directed via 
a computer control system. 
Crushing Process 
Upon removal from the storage area 410, conditioned logs 

are placed on the conveyor transport system 402 for transport 
to first log crushing station 412. As many as six logs at a time 
may be fed into first log crushing station 412. Preferably, the 
respective logs that are fed into first crushing station 412 are 
alternately oriented, i.e., logs are processed by alternately 
feeding the large ends and Small ends of the logs into first 
crushing station 412. The alternate feeding of the large and 
Small end diameters of the logs into first crushing station 412 
is essential in controlling the basis weight of a crushed log 
mat. 

Prior to entering first crushing station 412, logs are scanned 
by a log-Scanning device to acquire measurement data on the 
diameter of the large and the Small end of each log. A log 
incisor similar in configuration to a 'spike' roll may be uti 
lized to produce Small longitudinal cuts around the circum 
ference of a log before the log is crushed. The longitudinal 
cuts help initiate and control the width of splits within a log, 
and improve the quality of Subsequently produced scrim log 
material. Optionally, two ends of logs may be cut at a prede 
termined angle to enhance the Subsequent log scrimming 
process. The angle of the cut at the log ends may be in a range 
of from about 15 to 60 degrees. 

First crushing station 412 has multiple sets of crush rolls to 
efficiently split logs into Smaller segments. Such crush roll 
sets are disclosed in the above-referenced incorporated patent 
applications. Preferably, a well-crushed log remains basically 
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intact in the shape of an elongated oval with well-defined 
cracking throughout the cross-section. This configuration of a 
crushed log is referred to as a “mat.” Further, an intact crushed 
log should have the particular consistency of a limp bundle of 
wood strands. These desired features can be accomplished if 5 
a log is properly conditioned and progressively crushed in a 
systematic manner. If a log is separated into two or more 
distinct pieces, the effective crushing of that log is greatly 
reduced. 
The second log crushing station 414 helps efficient split- 10 

ting of the crushed logs from the first crushing station 412 into 
Smaller segments. To ensure that the crushed logs are not 
structurally damaged by this crushing operations, the crush 
ing pressure applied to the logs is adjusted as the logs pass 
through the second log crushing station 414. 15 
Scrimming Process 
The crushed log mats obtained from the second log crush 

ing station 414 further undergo a series of refined crushing 
operations until the crushed log mats are fed through the 
Smallest crush roll set gap that is possible without causing 
damages to the length of the strands within a log mat. This 
particular refined crushing operation is accomplished by uti 
lizing multiple log scrimming stations 418a-418g, in which 
each scrimming station 418a-418g has scrim roll sets for 
refined crushing of the crushed log material mat. As the 
crushed log material mat is passing through each scrimming 
station 418a-418g., the distance or space gap between each 
consecutive scrim roll set becomes progressively smaller, 
thus resulting in a finely crushed log material mat or scrimlog 
material mat 419a-419g. 

Each scrimming station 418a-418g has multiple sets of 
scrimming rolls for further crushing and refined cutting of the 
crushed log mats. The objective of the scrimming stations 
4.18a-418g is to produce a group of separately defined, but not 
discrete, strands in which most of the strands are the length of 
the log and evenly separated from each other so as to produce 
a mat 419a-419.g with a consistent basis weight. The number 
of scrimming stations 418a-418g needed for this operation is 
as many as it is needed so long as it is sufficient to provide a 
desired texture and consistency of a specific scrim log mate 
rial. Scrimming roll sets are configured to comprise a top 
scrimroll 438 and a bottom scrimroll 439. Further, the scrim 
rolls can comprise varied sizes and spacing between the top 
and bottom rolls. Exemplary scrimming roll sets are 
described in the above-referenced and incorporated patent 
applications. 
As the crushed log material is passing through each scrim 

station 418a-418g., the distance or space gap between each 
consecutive scrim roll set becomes progressively smaller, 
thus resulting in a finely crushed log material mat or scrimlog 
material mat. This specific design helps reduce the diameter 
of the scrimina series of consecutive stages without reducing 
the strength of the scrim fiber strands. 
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Drying Process 
Once the scrim log material 419g has exited the scrimming 

station 418g., the scrim log material mat 419g is transported to 
the first drying station 422. Wet scrim log material 419g is 
dried at the first drying station 422 at a temperature in the 
range of from about 120° C. to about 190° C., with a margin 
of temperature correction to be +5°C. The moisture content 
range for the dried scrim log material should be in the range 
of about 10% to about 20%. 
The resultant moisture content of the scrim log material 

mat 440 at the first drying process of the first drying station 
422 is used to control the uptake of a chemical and/or bonding 
agent/resin mixture that will Subsequently be applied to the 
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12 
scrim log material mat. The scrim log material mat will 
absorb the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin mix based 
upon the moisture content of the scrim log material mat that 
has been reached in the first drying cycle. A drying tempera 
ture curve is established for a chemical and/or bonding agent/ 
resin, in which the curve is a function of the time and moisture 
content conditions of a material that is necessary to ensure 
that once the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin is applied 
to the material, the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin will 
dry properly. Once a drying temperature curve is determined 
for a particular chemical formulation and/or bonding agent/ 
resin, the moisture content of the scrim log material mat can 
be controlled through the drying process to effectively target 
the amount of bonding agent/resin that will be applied to the 
scrim log material. 
Chemical and/or Bonding Agent Application Process 

Still referring to FIG.4, upon exiting the first drying station 
422, the scrim log material 440 is transported to a chemical 
and/or bonding agent/resin application area 500 to apply a 
wood enhancement agent and/or a bonding agent/resin to the 
scrim log material mat 440. This requires the wood enhance 
ment agent and/or bonding agent/resin to coat the exposed 
Surfaces of the scrim log material mat 440, including fine 
cracks that can develop in the material during processing. 
Flooding the strands of the scrim log material mat 440 with 
the chemical or wood enhancing agent and/or bonding agent/ 
resin from a weir or similar device 506 will provide sufficient 
coverage of the Surfaces of the scrim log material mat 440 
(FIG. 5A). The flooding rate of the chemical and/or bonding 
agent/resin onto the Strands of the scrim log material mat must 
be high enough to substantially coat the bottom surfaces and 
interior areas that might be shadowed by surface strands. All 
exposed surfaces of the strands of the scrim log material mat 
440 should be applied with an adequate amount of the chemi 
cal or enhancing agent and/or bonding agent/resin. 

Preferably the chemical or enhancing agent and/or bonding 
agent/resin will be applied without disturbing or disorienting 
the strands of the scrim log material mat 440, in which all of 
the surfaces of the mat are covered by the chemical and/or 
bonding agent/resin liquid. The chemical and/or bonding 
agent/resin liquid can be applied in a cascading “waterfall 
pattern, being applied over the top and sides of the scrim log 
material mat 440 and the bottom of the mat 440 being coated 
with the excess chemical and/or bonding agent/resin liquid 
that splashes up from a tray 510 bottom situated below the 
scrim log material mat 440. Air knives can be utilized to 
remove the excess chemical and/or bonding agent/resin liquid 
from the scrim log material mat 440, the excess chemical 
and/or bonding agent/resin liquid being recycled for further 
use within the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin applicator 
506 (FIGS.5A-5B). 

Referring to FIGS.5A and 5B, the scrim log material mat 
440 will enter the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin appli 
cator system 500 via a conveyor feedbelt 402. The feed belt 
402 is in mechanical contact with a series of roller sets 504, in 
which the directional movement and speed of the roller sets 
504 directly correlates to the speed and direction of the feed 
belt 402. Chemical and/or bonding agent/resin is applied to 
the scrim log material mat 440 via a weir overflow applicator 
506. Preferably, the weir overflow applicator 506 has dimen 
sions that are sufficient to allow the applicator device 506 to 
be situated across the entire width of the conveyor feed belt 
402. An applicator roll 508 is used to apply pressure to a scrim 
log material mat 440 and thus assist in ensuring that the 
chemical and/or bonding agent/resin evenly permeates the 
scrim log material mat 440. 
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A corrugated pan 510 situated below the conveyor feedbelt 
402 and the applicator roll 508 is used to capture the overflow 
from the weir overflow applicator 506. Corrugated pan 510 in 
combination with applicator roll 508 ensure that the chemical 
and/or bonding agent/resin is applied to the underside of the 
scrim log material mat 440. The application of chemical 
and/or bonding agent/resin to the underside of a scrim log 
material mat 440 is accomplished with a pressing function 
performed by applicator roll 508. As scrim log material mat 
440 is transported beneath the applicator roll 508, applicator 
roll 508 presses downward on the scrim log material mat 440, 
thus Submerging scrim log material mat 440 into the excess 
chemical and/or bonding agent/resin liquid contained within 
the corrugated pan 510. The chemical and/or bonding agent/ 
resin applicator area 500 may further include a tank 512 for 
storage of the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin liquid, a 
filter 514 and a pump 516. Chemical and/or bonding agent/ 
resin liquid stored in tank 512 is filtered at filter 514 and 
pumped into weir overflow applicator 506 via the pump 516 
(FIG. 5B). 
As a scrim log material mat 440 is fed into the weir over 

flow applicator 506 region, a continuous flow of chemical 
and/or bonding agent/resin is applied to the scrim log material 
mat 440. The mat 440 is then fed under the applicator roll 508, 
which applies pressure to scrim log material mat 440 to 
ensure that the chemical and/or bonding agent/resin liquid 
evenly permeates the scrim log material mat 440. Next, the 
scrim log material mat 440 is fed into a series of squeeze rolls 
518 to wring the excess chemical and/or bonding agent/resin 
liquid from the scrim log material mat 440. The excess chemi 
cal and/or bonding agent/resin that has been wrung from the 
scrim log material mat 440 is collected within a drippan 520 
situated beneath squeeze rolls 518 to be later on returned to 
tank 512 for continued use within the applicator system 500. 
Upon exiting squeeze rolls 518, scrim log material mat 440 is 
transported out of the applicator system 500. 
Second Drying Process 
The scrim log material mat 440 is transported to the second 

drying station 426 after it has been applied with the chemical 
and/or bonding agent/resin. The second drying station 426 
operates at a lower temperature than the first drying station 
422. The lower temperature can prevent chemicals from 
decomposition and/or avoid pre-curing the bonding agent/ 
resin that has been applied to the scrim log material 440. The 
second drying station operates at a temperature range of about 
100° C. to about 150° C. The purpose of the secondary dryer 
is to B-stage the bonding agent/resin and bring the moisture 
content of the wood strands to a range of about 3%-10%. A 
B-stage for a thermosetting bonding agent/resin is an inter 
mediate state of curing, in which the bonding agent/resin 
possesses the property of becoming permanently hard and 
rigid when heated or cured. 
Mat Lay-Up Processing 
Scrim log material mats 440, after the second drying pro 

cess, are transported to mat lay-up station 428, where the 
moisture content, width, and weight are determined to ascer 
tain the density of each scrim log material mat 440, and to 
ensure no voids are present in the mat 440. The determination 
of these parameters is assisted with a computerized control 
system. Any voids found in the mats 440 are closed during the 
determination of the initial width and weight adjustments of 
the mats 440. 

Density variations within mats are reduced by tapering of 
the ends of the mats and overlapping mats by alternating light 
mat ends with heavy mat ends. Any gaps or Voids discovered 
during the mat lay-up operation should be filled. The mat ends 

14 
can be laid-up end-to-end using butt joints, Scarfjoints, or lap 
joints. If the scrimmat ends are wellbroomed so that they will 
interlock with adjoining mats, a lap joint may be adequate. If 
the mat ends are heavy, lap joints will cause undesirable 

5 density variations and in this instance butt joints or scarf 
joints should be used. Scarf joints are preferable since scarf 
joints will bond the lay-up mats 442 together and maintain the 
desired density. 

10 Mat Pre-Press Processing 
Next, the lay-up mats 442 are transported to a mat-former 

or a mat pre-press station 430 for further refined formation of 
scrim log material mats. Mat pre-press station 430 has a set of 
platens or a roller press system for the refined formation of the 
scrim log material. The platens and rollers of the roller press 
system conduct heat after being heated to a predetermined 
temperature. The heated pre-press assists in the further 
refined formation of the scrim log material mat and prepares 
the fibers of the mat by heating the mat prior to introducing 
the mat into the steam press chamber 200. This reduces the 
amount of time that the logscrim material mat 442 is required 
to spend in Subsequent steam press chamber 200 operations. 
Prior to entering the steam press chamber 200, the scrim log 
material mats are introduced into an incremental cut-off sys 
tem to cut the size so that mats can fit into the Steam press 
chamber 200. 
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Steam Press Processing 
Thereafter mats 442 are consecutively fed into a steam 

press chamber 200. The steam press chamber 200 that may be 
utilized within the present invention has two ends and each 
end has a quick opening doors 222 and 224 (FIG. 2A). The 
quick opening doors at both ends of the steam press chamber 
200 make it easier to clean and maintain and also facilitate the 
loading and unloading in a single operation similar to those of 
conventional hot presses. Hydraulic cylinders 240 are located 
on the outside of the steam press chamber 200. Seals that can 
withstand pressures up to 1500 kPa pressure are also imple 

40 mented. With the hydraulic cylinders 240 located outside the 
steam press chamber 200, rams can be fixed to the press platen 
with a “quick” release mechanism that allows for the easy 
removal of a press for cleaning and maintenance require 
ments. Steam is supplied to the steam press chamber 200 via 
a boiler or Surge tank that is in mechanical connection with 
the steam press chamber 200. Additionally, the steam press 
chamber 200 may include multiple chemical injection ports 
220 through which a chemical liquid containing a wood 
enhancement agent may be applied onto a scrim log material 
mat 442 placed inside the steam press chamber 200. 
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Cutting and Finishing Processing 
Upon exiting the steam press chamber cycle, the scrim log 

material mats 340 are commonly referred to as “billets” or 
"slabs.” The handling of these billets or slabs 340 is very 
important. The slabs 340 are usually extremely large in size 
(e.g., they can be upwards of 60 ft long in length) in addition 
to being very hot and heavy (weighing upwards of 6000 lbs). 

go. The billets or slabs 340 are transported to stations for the 
cooling and to cut-off facility stations to cut the slabs into 
beams of predetermined dimensions. 
The following examples are provided to aid and enable a 

person skilled in the art in making and using the invention. 
Although the following examples are based primarily on a 
cedar-oil based wood enhancement material, namely formu 
lations of the CEDARTREATTM material as described above, 

55 
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it should be understood that the invention is not limited to 
cedar-oil based materials as wood enhancement agents. 

EXAMPLE1 

A loose scrim mat is treated with the wood enhancement 
agent CEDARTREATTM in combination with an adhesive or 
bonding agent in an adhesive application tank as shown and 
described in the referenced and incorporated patent applica 
tions. CEDARTREAT is a solvent-based green or dry wood 
penetrant admixture of cedar oil, silane, and a solvent manu 
factured by CedarCide Industries, Inc., 4405 NFrazier St. 
Conroe, Tex. 77303-1442. Color enhancement or dye may be 
added to the mixture to achieve a desired shade of color and 
provide a basis for measuring penetration. The scrim mat is 
later Subjected to a pressing operation with a steam press, also 
as described in the referenced and incorporated patent appli 
cations, to form a billet of engineered wood product. 

Internal bond tests are run on the engineered wood prod 
ucts produced by addition of adhesives alone or by addition of 
a mixture comprising adhesives and wood enhancement 
agents to the scrim Strands during the billet making process. 
The internal bond testing will indicate how well the adhesives 
hold on to the wood fibers in the beam. The experimental 
results are expected to show that there is no substantial dif 
ference between the internal bonds using adhesives alone and 
those of adhesives in combination with the wood enhance 
ment agent CEDARTREATTM. 

It is also expected that the treatment of the engineered 
wood product will impart hydrophobicity to solid wood 
samples, creating water-repellent effects. The results are 
expected to show that adding CEDARTREAT into adhesives 
not only improves the bonding values but also improves the 
water repellent properties, and thus provides several of the 
desirable properties for a wood enhancement agent. 

EXAMPLE 2 

A mat of scrim-based material is treated with the wood 
enhancement agent CEDARTREAT by application of the 
agent within a steam press. The wood enhancement agent is 
applied by spraying the material onto the mat (a) immediately 
before the pressing operation, (b) immediately after the press 
ing operation but before removal of the billet from the steam 
press, or (c) both. It is believed that the surfaces of the billet 
will cool enough after the treatment application to create a 
slight vacuum within the billet to enhance the absorption of 
the wood enhancement agent. 

After the treatment, the billet is removed from the steam 
press and Subjected to further process steps to form wood 
enhancement treated engineered wood product, including 
cutting the billet to desired widths and/or lengths. 

EXAMPLE 3 

A warm billet of scrim-based engineered wood product is 
treated with the wood enhancement agent CEDARTREAT 
after it has been removed from a steam press. The warm billet 
is dipped, flow-treated, or sprayed with the wood enhance 
ment agent. It is believed that the surfaces of the billet will 
cool enough during the treatment to create a slight vacuum 
within the billet to enhance the absorption of the CEDART 
REAT material. 

After the treatment, the billet is subjected to further process 
steps to form wood enhancement treated engineered wood 
product, including cutting the billet to desired widths and/or 
lengths. 
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EXAMPLE 4 

Billets of ambient temperature scrim-based material were 
dipped or flow treated by application of a heated CEDART 
REAT wood enhancement agent. The wood enhancement 
agent was applied at an elevated temperature relative to the 
interior temperature of the billet. The CEDARTREAT mate 
rial was dyed red and heated to 130°F. A red dye was used to 
indicate the depth of penetration of the treatment material into 
the sample billets. All samples were 24 inches long and 1.75 
inches thick but varied in width. One group was 5.5 inches 
wide, a second was 5.75 inches wide, and a third was 11.25 
inches wide. The second and third groups were end-coated, to 
prevent end-grain absorption, prior to treatment. One sample 
from groups 1 and 2 was only treated on one end by a 30-sec 
ond dip. 

Sections of the billet were weighed, dipped in the treatment 
material for 0, 15, 30, 45, or 60 seconds, and reweighed. The 
samples then were either bisected to determine the depth of 
penetration at midpoint, or not cut and exposed to the weather 
aboveground with either the flat or edge side oriented upward. 
The amount of solution absorbed in the samples remained 

relatively the same from dip times of from 15 to 60 seconds. 
The average was approximately 0.05 kg in the samples. This 
Suggests that a scrim-based engineered wood product does 
not require prolonged dip limes for Solution absorption with 
the CEDARTREAT material. Therefore, it is believed that 
treating a warm billet of scrim-based engineered wood mate 
rial with a short-term dip or spray will result in significantly 
greater Solution uptake than by applying the treatment solu 
tion at a greater temperature than the ambient of the billet. 

Penetration at the midpoint of the samples was variable, so 
the maximum penetration was used as the unit of measure. 
Penetration on day 2 following treatment was obtained from 
some samples and varied from 3/8 to /2 inch. AH samples were 
measured (or re-measured) on day 3 and varied from 3/8 to 34 
inch. Re-measurements showed that penetration increased 
from day 2 to day 3 in at least some species. Re-measurements 
on day 4 showed no increased penetration. It is believed that 
penetration would have continued to occur if the beam sec 
tions were slightly more moist (as when coming from a steam 
press) at the time of treatment. 

Dip-treating one end of end-coated or non-coated samples 
7/2 inches in treating Solution showed that end-coating 
samples may not be necessary. Both samples had greater than 
2-inches of penetration and both had significant portions of 
their cross sections penetrated when cut 2 inches from the 
end. 

The following tables provide results from the process as 
indicated above: 

TABLE 2 

Group No. I (1.4 x 5/2 x 24 in.) No End Coat 

Maximum Maximum 
Dip Initial Final Difference in Penetration Penetration 

Sample Time Wt. Wt. Wt Inches Inches 
No. (Sec.) (kg) (kg) (kg) Day 2 Day 3 

1 1S 3.39 3.43 O.04 NA NA 
2 30 3.19. 3.24 O.OS 
3 45 3.37 3.42 O.OS 
4 6O 3.57 3.63 O.O6 
5 O 3.48 3.50 0.02 (end 

dipped) 
6 O 3.35 
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TABLE 3 

Group No. II (1/4 x 54 x 24 in.) End Coated 

Maximum Maximum 
Dip Initial Final Difference in Penetration Penetration 

Sample Time Wt. Wt. Wt Inches Inches 
No. (Sec.) (kg) (kg) (kg) Day 2 Day 3 

1 1S 3.47 3.52 O.OS 
2 1S 3.44 3.50 O.O6 /3 3/4 
3 1S 3.60 3.64 O.04 3/8 3/8 
4 30 3.16 3.20 O.04 3/8 
5 30 3.34 3.38 O.04 3/4 
6 30 3.35 3.41 O.O6 
7 4S 3.47 3.51 O.04 
8 45 3.42 3.46 O.04 3/16 
9 4S 3.26 3.33 O.O7 1/16 
10 60 3.37 3.42 O.OS 
11 60 3.53 3.57 O.04 3/8 
12 60 3.SO 3.56 O.O6 /3 A. 
13 O 3.55 3.57 0.02 (end 

dipped) 
14 O 3.64 

TABLE 4 

Group No. III (1/4 x 11VAX 24 in.) End Coated 

Maximum Maximum 
Dip Initial Final Difference in Penetration Penetration 

Sample Time Wt. Wt. Wt Inches Inches 
No. (Sec.) (kg) (kg) (kg) Day 2 Day 3 

1 15 6.92 7.01 O.09 /3 
2 15 6.78 6.87 O.09 
3 15 6.86 6.94 O.08 9/16 
4 30 7.23 7.31 O.08 5/8 
5 3O 6.66 6.77 O.11 
6 3O 6.92 7.01 O.09 /8 
7 4S 6.94 7.02 O.08 
8 45 7.07 7.15 O.08 /16 3/4 
9 6O 6.64 6.74 O.1 
10 60 6.77 6.88 O.11 5/8 

EXAMPLE 5 

A billet of scrim-based engineered wood product is 
allowed to reach an ambient temperature after forming the 
billet, and/or after cutting billets into desired lengths and/or 
widths. The billet is thereafter subjected to (a) a reheating 
operation to raise the interior temperature of the billet, or (b) 
Subjected to a heated Steam bath and/or other reheating opera 
tion and/or other moisturizing operation to raise both the 
interior temperature of the billet and also the moisture con 
tent. 

The billet is thereafter treated with the wood enhancement 
agent CEDARTREAT by application of the agent by dipping, 
flow-treating, or spray. Optionally, the wood enhancement 
agent may be applied at an elevated temperature relative to the 
temperature of the billet. It is believed that the surfaces of the 
billet will cool enough after the treatment application to cre 
ate a slight vacuum within the billet to enhance the absorption 
of the wood enhancement agent. 

In Summary, the present invention, among other things, 
provides methods of making a wood enhancement agent 
treated engineered wood product. The method includes the 
step of incorporating a wood enhancement agent into a wood 
product during the wood billet making process, or thereafter. 
The present invention will have useful applications in the 
timber and construction industries as the methods provided 
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herein not only can reduce cost in preserving a wood product, 
but also overcome the limitations such as uneven distribution 
of biocides throughout the wood product, and requirement of 
the use of biocides less safe in or around habitable spaces. 

All of the references cited herein are incorporated by ref 
erence in their entirety. 
The foregoing description of the exemplary embodiments 

of the invention has been presented only for the purposes of 
illustration and description and is not intended to be exhaus 
tive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed. 
Many modifications and variations are possible in light of the 
above teaching. 
The embodiments and examples were chosen and 

described in order to explain the principles of the invention 
and their practical application so as to enable others skilled in 
the art to utilize the invention and various embodiments and 
with various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. Alternative embodiments will become appar 
ent to those skilled in the art to which the present invention 
pertains without departing from its spirit and scope. Accord 
ingly, the scope of the present invention is defined by the 
appended claims rather than the foregoing description and the 
exemplary embodiments described therein. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method of making a wood enhancement agent treated 

engineered wood product comprising the steps of 
a. providing a steamed-pressed warm billet; 
b. applying an effective amount of a wood enhancement 

agent to the steamed-pressed warm billetto Substantially 
cover the surface thereof with the wood enhancement 
agent; and 

c. allowing the wood enhancement agent treated warm 
billet to cool down, thereby obtaining a wood enhance 
ment agent treated billet. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the steamed-pressed 
warm billet has a temperature in a range of from about 130°F. 
to about 350° F. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the steamed-pressed 
warm billet has a temperature in a range of from about 150 F. 
to about 350° F. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the steamed-pressed 
warm billet has a temperature in a range of from about 180° F. 
to about 300°F. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of applying is 
performed in an enclosed area having a chemical applicator 
containing a wood enhancement agent. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the steamed-pressed 
warm billet is transported from a steam press chamber to the 
enclosed chemical applicator area. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the wood enhancement 
agent is applied to the Steamed-pressed warm billet by a 
technique selected from the group consisting of dipping, 
spraying, diffusion, vacuum impregnation, pressure, and any 
combination thereof. 
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8. The method of claim 1, wherein the steamed-pressed 
warm billet is formed from scrim, veneers, strands, fibers, or 
combinations thereof not previously treated with a wood 
enhancement agent. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the steamed-pressed 
warm billet is formed from scrim, veneers, strands, fibers, or 
combinations thereof having been previously treated with a 
first wood enhancement agent. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the first woodenhance- 10 
ment agent used to treat the scrim Strands is not the same as 
the woodenhancementagent being applied to the warm billet. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the steam-pressed 
billet has a thickness of about equal or less than 2 inches. 

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
Subjecting the wood enhancement agent treated Steam 
pressed billet to cutting and finishing to form wood enhance 
ment agent treated engineered wood product. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the woodenhancement 
agent comprises at least one of a preservative, a water repel 
lant, a fungicide, an insecticide, a stabilizing agent, wax, an 
ultra-violet light inhibitor and any combinations thereof. 

14. The method of claim 1 wherein the wood enhancement 
agent comprises at least one antioxidant. 

15. A method of making a wood enhancementagent treated 
engineered wood product comprising the steps of 

a. providing a pressed billet of scrim-based wood material 
at first temperature; 

b. heating the billet of material to a second elevated tem 
perature above that of the first temperature; 

c. applying an effective amount of a wood enhancement 
agent to the billet to substantially cover the surface 
thereof with the wood enhancement agent; and 
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d. allowing the wood enhancement agent treated billet to 

cool, thereby obtaining a wood enhancement agent 
treated billet. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the first temperature 
is ambient temperature. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein second temperature is 
from about 130° F to about 350° F. 

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the step of applying is 
performed in an enclosed area having a chemical applicator 
containing a wood enhancement agent. 

19. The method of claim 15, wherein the wood enhance 
ment agent is applied to the heated billet by a technique 
selected from the group consisting of dipping, spraying, dif 
fusion, vacuum impregnation, pressure and any combination 
thereof. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the billet is formed 
from scrim, Veneers, strands, fibers, or combinations thereof 
that are not previously treated with a wood enhancement 
agent. 

21. The method of claim 15, wherein the billet is formed 
from scrim, Veneers, strands, fibers, or combinations thereof 
that have been previously treated with a first wood enhance 
ment agent. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the first wood 
enhancement agent used to treat the scrim Strands is not the 
same as the wood enhancement agent applied to the heated 
billet. 

23. The method of claim 15, wherein the wood enhance 
ment agent comprises at least one of a preservative, a water 
repellant, a fungicide, an insecticide, a stabilizing agent, wax, 
an ultraviolet light inhibitor and any combinations thereof. 

24. The method of claim 15, wherein the wood enhance 
ment agent comprises a material including cedar oil. 
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